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In this paper we apply the methGcls of supercompactifications and normal subb;as%s to chdrac- 
terize subspaces of compact treelike spaces. Thirs characeerizatian is rclatcd to the subbase 
ch~~erizations of ordered spaces, cbf trees and of norma:!~ 
in [3,1,9,10,143. 
aupercompact spaces described 
In this paper all subbases are assumed to be subbases for the closed sets of a 
topological space. All spaces under consideration are assumed to be T1. 
1.1. aeflaitloq. A topological space is called a meliktz qxme f6, 121 provided that 
T is connected and for erev two points x md y in T there exists a point z and 
a partition X u %! of T\(t) such that X and ‘Y are clopen in T’\{z} with x E % and 
y G Y. A treelike space is called a tree whenzyer it is “rim-finite”, i.z. every point 
has a local base consisting of sets with finite boundary. 
In this paper we only consider subsp~es of compact treelike spaces which are 
clearly rim-finite, 
1.3. Dsfjsaiiti~~~. A partial ordezing < on a set X is catled a tree oMe@gV when 
there: exists a unique minima% element r, which is c&d: the I P@& ~~~~~~~ the 
rropcerty that if X, y E X, x< y and. F< x, then for each L GX W-k &F&$#&& x& 2 
ur y< 2. 
fr..?l. 33efMk1~1. Let 9 be a coliection of subsets of a topc9h3g&al 5pace X, Then 
Y is called a Tl collectim [l?)] whenever for each member S E@ a& &A& point 
X E x\S there exists a member R E 9 with x E R and R A S =a. 
9’ is ca!!ed normal [2] if for each two disjoint members & and Sz In’ 9 tire 
exists a pair of members RI and RZ in 3p such that RI u& = ~;&‘n& +9, and 
& n S1 = !A The members Si and Sz are said to be screwed by dltl and, Rz and 
?hose sets constitute a s~ru~nirrg of S1 ant Sz. 
9’ is called finked [3] lSrr m every two members of 9 have a non-enrpty Lter- 
section. 
Y’ is calkd binary [4] if every linked system in Y has a nonlempty intersection. 
A topological space which admits a closed binary subbase is tailed s~rcompact, 
9 is called connected [9] ifi no two non-empty disjoint members of 9 cover X. 
2. The main theorem 
in this section we give a characterization f those spaces which are embeddable 
in a compact ree. Our characterization is in terms of subbases. Our method of 
proof is the following. We enla.tge a given space X to a space A(X, Y), which is 
called the superextension f X relative to the subbase 9 (for definitions, see beb~) 
and then use a characterization f compact trees in [9]. 
Let 9’ be a subbase for a space X. TIN superextension A (X, 9) haar;~ bi ‘ua6e’mying 
set the set of all maximal linked systems in 5” with tapotogy generated by, taking 
the csllectio*q 
where 
as a (closed) subbase. The following facts are well known and easy to prove: 
- 9”. is binary, (as a consequence, A(X, 9’) is compact). 
- If 9’ is narma’!, then A (X, 9’) is Kausdorff. 
n, then tht,: function i : + A(.Xv 3') defined by i(x) = 
(i.e. we add all singletons to the subtmse). Irr this case 9” still satisfies (*) because 
{p} n{q} = 8 for all p # q and either (p} n S = 8 or (p) c S for each S E 9’. Clearly 
the subbase Z@ is -8 7’1 .coUection. 
Next, for each cSope115 e YtII we add the compkment of S and obtaiii 
Y’ = 9’ u {X\Sl S E 9” and S is clopen}, 
Also 9” is 8 TI collection satisfying condition (*) since if S, R E P”, then 
S c R implies X\S NCQ? and X\S u R = X, 
R C= S implies X\S c X\R and .X\S AR = Qd, 
R n S = 118 implies X\S u X\R = X and R c X\S, 
RuS=X implies X\SnX\R=fkndX\S~R. 
M’a now show that sp” not only satisfies (*) but is moreover normal. 
Let R and S be two disjoint members of 3”. If S is clopen, then also X\S is in 
sp” and we obtain a scraenittg between S and R by S and X\S, and the same holds 
for R. If neither S nor R is clopen, then we can find a point r E R and 3 point s E S 
such th&t P G C&(X\R) and’s &4&(X\$). 
Next we will derive a :creeniflg of ($1 and (r} by means of two subbase members. 
Since X % $&u&M km txm bid two bask klosed’ subsets B, and 
& v B, =_X, raf 8, and $6 P, hkkekhr, & is a finite union of subb 
F r 1) . . . , Fm, and & is a agate axiom of F.. 1, . m . ) F,,. 
ikfine ' " 
SE.FsinFsj and r& Fsi u&, 
hence either ‘2 c 6;ti or Fsi c F$ and t’,o there exists a largest member I$ q U 4FJI E
In the same Nay there is a maximal F, in which wntabs r. yVe ha% MMN two 
cases. ff F, u F, := .Y, then we have obtained our screening with two members of3? 
In the other cafie we can find a point x in X\(F, w Fr). Let & be tkuhaxitial 
member of 9 containing x. Since 
s&F, uF,, s E Fs\Fx and .Y E* Fx\Fs, 
we have F, n F, = fl and similarly F, n F, = 8 and I$ n F, = @. Consequently, we obtain 
a partition of the space into three disjoint closed parts: Fs, F, and u (Fx ix ttt Fs v F,}. 
(The last collection is ckxed since it is the union of a finite c&xGon because @ 
is finite.) This means tha? F, is clopen and X\F, is in 3@‘. 
Anyway we obtain a screening of s and r by means of two subbase members, 
~1 thy Fi and F:. Now S does not contain a neighborfti of s and F: is closed VII. -‘I-- a* II 
and does not contain sand hence S u FL # X. Moreover, s E S\F: and r E F: \S and 
therefore F: n S =8 and similarly FL n R =& Site F: LJ F: =X we have R c F: 
and S e F: and we obtained ascreening of R and S. 
2.2, Remark, Pn the previous lemma the Hausdorff property cannot be omitted 
since in an irmtitc: space with the wfinite topology the collection of &l singletons 
is a T, subbase satisfying (*), but it cannot have a ?‘I normal subbase since a space 
with a TI normal subbase iscompletely regular (cf. [4]). 
2.3. mma. Let X be a space and let 9 Be a closed subbase of X with the fillowing 
properties : 
(a) 9 is a T1 collection. 
(b) .Y is normal. 
(*) For every S and R in 9’ we have that 
SnR=0 or SCR or RcS or SuR== 
Tiiera X can be embedded in a compact ree T. 
Case I. X is compact and connected. 
prove that Sp is binary and connected, then we can conclude that X is a 
tree from [9, Theorem 4.31 (cf. f8, Theorem 1.3.211). That 59 is connected follo,sFs 
from th2 connectivity of 
system in 9 which is not centere 
Okicfl .&I&) =0 which implies that Mfi is &pen, cmtradict~ng that 
Cm 2. 3% 4 connected s&base satisfying (a), (b) and (*). 
In this case the subbase yP+ for A (X, .I;p) is binary and also satisfies thexequirements 
(b) and (+); we can&de frqm [9i Thearem 4.31, that X is a subspace of the 
lilce space A(X, 9). 
Case! 3. 9’ is not connected. 
In tbs case weLextend X to a space Y and 9 to a subbase 9- in such a way 
that 54- ka connected subbase’Tffir$ Y, and since A ( Y, F) contains X as a subspace 
we have that2.X is a subspace, afa compact tree. 
Let ((H,, &Jiu E A} enumerate all the pairs (H, K)E 9 * 9 such that K = X’\H 
(insuch a way that (H,# K) an4 (AK, H) da not both occur). Let %‘= {H, 1 QI E A} and 
,% = {K, 1 a E A}. Define 
Y=Xv(I *A), 
where I is the open unit interval (0,l). For Q! E A we define 
~~(a)=(B~A\{ltu}lH~cH, orK,,tN,L 
and 
Hz =b L~(I *A&x)), K; =#,u(I *A&)). 
Then for r E I we define 
H;r = Hz ~((0, r] * {a}) and .Kzr = Kz u ([r, I) * {a!)). 
For each S E 9j(%‘v x), let 
A(S)={cuEAIH,cSorK,cS); 
then let 
S-=Su(X *A$)). 
Finally, set 
~-=(S-ISE.~(~vX)}u{hi~~l(p,Cy)EI*A}u{K,[(r,Cy)EI*A].. 
The conditions (a), (b) and (*i) are easily verified for the space Y with subbase ,!?I- 
from the related conditions for X and ZP. areover, LY- is a comeeted sztbbase. 
Prod. (b) --r, (a). This case is proved in Lemma 2.3. 
(8) 3 i:b). This follows if we notice that tPlie c&leCtiCbR of all c48x@eB8%&9 of 
cutpoint cccmponents of a compact tree is a s&&se for &at &tWwhkAl stMks 
the requirements of Lemma 2.3 (cf. [9]> and thae requiremen& s&y w&l -if we 
restrict ourselves to a subspace. 
(b) * (c) This foUows from the fact that a TX space with a TI norrnxil subbase is 
completely regular and hence HausdorfZ, cf. [4]. 
ic) * (b) This case is proved in Lemma 2.1, 
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